
Burglary
Presidents Park
Complainant reported the theft of his wallet from
inside his room. Wallet was recovered but missing $150
in cash. Investigation continues. (56/Lighthiser)

Grand Larceny
Johnson Center Bookstore
Complainant reported the theft of several text books
from the lower level bookstore. Black male suspect left
through alarmed stairwell door. Loss estimated at $550.
(36/Gannon)

Accident
George Mason Circle
Pedestrian was struck by a truck backing up on the
sidewalk from construction area in front of the
Performing Arts Building. Minor injuries were sustained
and the pedestrian was transported to INOVA Fairfax
Access for treatment. (36/Gannon)

Theft From Building
Aquatic & Fitness Center
Complainant reported that unknown subject(s)
removed his wallet from his unsecured bag placed on
top of lockers. Loss estimated at $360. (22/Barton)

Hit & Run
Lot C
Complainant reported their vehicle was struck by an
unknown vehicle while parked in Lot C. Damage esti-
mated at $200. (27/Feliciano)

Vandalism
Fine Arts Building
Complainant stated that an unknown person(s)
sprayed paint on the wall at the Fine Arts Building.
Damage estimated at $100. (29/Aman)

Grand Larceny
Blue Ridge
Complainant reported the theft of copper piping and
fittings over a two week period. Loss estimated at
$2,000. (44/Bennett)

Hit & Run
Lot C
Complainant reported person(s) unknown struck the
front of their vehicle and left the scene. Damage esti-
mated at $500. (20/Brudvig)

Petit Larceny
Patriot Center
Complainant reported the theft of their wallet during
a concert at the Patriot Center. Loss is approximately
$100. (36/Gannon)

Sexual Assault
HQ
As a result of further investigation this incident is classi-
fied as unfounded. The original incident report was
false. (48/Millan)
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Shoplifting
Johnson Center
Complainant stated that an unknown person stole six
textbooks from the bookstore. Loss estimated at
$1,092. (40/Ross) 

Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts/Destruction of Property
Lot A
Complainant stated that an unknown person(s) stole a
computer chip from her vehicle. Investigation
revealed that an unknown person(s) broke the passen-
ger window and damaged the ignition. Loss estimated
at $1,200. (29/Aman) 

Information Only
PW Campus
A GMU Police Officer reported damage to issued
equipment resulting from a residence fire. (15/ Green)

Accident
Sandy Creek Way
Subject skateboarding on Sandy Creek Way struck a
vehicle while it was turning into the parking deck. The
subject on the skateboard was transported to Fairfax
Hospital with non-life threatening injuries. Damage esti-
mated at $1,000. (24/Ewald) 

Trespassing
Commonwealth Hall
A non-GMU student was issued a trespassing warning
after causing a disturbance in Commonwealth Hall.
(52/Bickerton) 

Destruction of Property
Northern Neck
Elliott Gorman, 18, of Annandale, VA and Caleb
Starkey, 18, of Berryville, VA, were each issued a sum-
mons for destruction of property after they were
observed breaking a gate at Northern Neck. Damage
estimated at $100. Both are GMU students.
(10/Ganley)

Police Files are taken verbatim from www.gmu.edu/police.
Broadside does not make any changes to public records

such as these files. 
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A tattoo is a choice that
marks you for life, literally.
Despite the pain and long-term
commitment, tattoos have
always been popular among
young adults. A 2006 study done
by the Journal of American
Academy of Dermatology says
that 36 percent of Americans
between the ages of 18 and 29
have a tattoo.

However, tattoos are an
investment for which many
students do not have a lot of
money.

“The baseline price for an
hour-long tattoo is $150 [at
Marlowe Ink],” said Travis
Johnson, a junior majoring in
biology, who has three tattoos.
“Add any more color and detail,
and it’s going to go up even
more.” 

Getting a tattoo has become
more difficult for George Mason
University students due to
recent drops in the economy.

Some students are putting their
tattoo plans on hold due to other
expenses.

“I was actually going to get
another one on my left arm of
Bible verse, ‘Blessed are the
peacemakers,’ at Patriot’s
[Tattoo],” said Lauryn Golden, a
senior majoring in English, who
has two tattoos, “But I can’t get
it now because gas prices are

going up, and everything is
changing now.”

Getting a tattoo is not
entirely out of the question for
some students, but they may
have to downsize their ideas for
the sake of price.

“Well, [economic drops
have] not necessarily changed if
I’m going to get any more
[tattoos] but exactly what I’m

going to get,” said Johnson. “I’m
still getting the breast cancer
ribbon on my ribs with my
sisters when I go home for
Thanksgiving.”

For others, getting a tattoo
has not been affected by the
market situation but by not
having cash in the first place.

“My lack of money in
general keeps me from getting
more,” said Sean Ordway, a
senior majoring in theater, who
has one tattoo. 

Local tattoo parlors are
being affected by the lack of
Mason students who can afford
tattoos. They, like many other
businesses, are experiencing a
drop in clients due to the
economic crisis.

“Yeah, we’re definitely
feeling it,” said Lod Granger, the
manager of Marlowe Ink, a
tattoo parlor in Fairfax. “Mom
and Dad give their kids money
to do what they want, but not
everyone has as much as they
had before.” 
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RAE PALTING 
Staff Writer

College is not cheap.
Coupled with the state of
today’s economy, it is no
surprise that virtually every
college student is seeking
ways to save money. For a
few days, I was given the
task to live economically as a
resident student. As I did so,
I discovered a few tips while
also realizing the difficulty of
budgeting my money. 

One issue I had with
this task was that I have a
meal plan. I have 15 meals a
week that do not roll over to
the next week. Basically, it is
use it or lose it. For the
purpose of this article, I
recorded my meal plan use
as its dollar value, as if I had
just purchased the item with
a debit card. Most of my
purchases were food from
campus since I needed to use
my meals.

Despite my meal plan
status, I picked up a tip that
students on meal plans or
Freedom can both use: when
it comes to food, I found that
splitting and storing some
for later ended up saving
some meals.  

As an on-campus

resident, budgeting became
more of an issue when going
off-campus. At some point, I
needed to run errands. As I
ran my errands on Saturday,
I tried to keep budgeting in
mind, opting for the cheaper
way to obtain what I needed.
I needed a new pair of jeans
and found some for $12.50 at
Forever 21. Being aware of
what brands and stores I use
to obtain my items was key
in conserving cash. It was
important to remember that
not everything is worth a
splurge.  

Perhaps a greater
challenge during the
weekend was going out. I
went to the movies to watch
Saw V and headed to IHOP
afterwards. I ended up
spending about $25
altogether. Admittedly, I
slipped; it was a challenge to
conserve cash while I was
out with my friends.  

Nevertheless, going
through this task was
helpful in that I was able to
pinpoint areas where I, and
surely many other college
students, tend to spend
frivolously. It was eye
opening to discover how
much I really spend. 

When I first began
recording my purchases on
Wednesday, I was a little bit
anxious about subjecting my
spending habits to the
scrutiny of my fellow students
at George Mason University.
During the week, I was
forever conscious that how I
spent my money may not
reflect the average off-campus
spender’s habits. From
Thursday to Saturday I spent
freely, then Sunday to
Wednesday I budgeted my
spending. This was easy for
me considering that Saturday
is pay-day and I often spend
the remainder of last week’s
paycheck since I know I will
have money in a few days. 

Thursday morning, I had
been up for a whole half an
hour, when, on my commute
to school, I stopped at
Starbucks and bought not
only coffee, but a breakfast
panini as well. I had never
tried one before and it was
pretty disgusting.
Nonetheless, I spent $7.36 on
breakfast. 

For lunch, I had thought
ahead enough to pack a
granola bar and a drink. I
bought a sub sandwich in the
Johnson Center. At the end of
the day, I had to stop to fill up
the car with gas so I could
make the 45-minute drive
home to Warrenton. It came
to $39.26. 

Friday is my workday.
Being that day starts at the
unholy hour of 10 a.m., I
never have the foresight to
pack a lunch. But for today,
that was okay because I was
supposed to spend freely. I
went to the nearby grocery
store on my lunch break and
bought a veggie wrap, a Kit
Kat and some Vitamin Water,
coming to a grand total of
$8.57. Fortunately, for dinner
that evening my Dad and I
ordered in pizza on his tab. 

Saturday, I bought a
small cup of coffee at Borders
for $3.25 to get me going. I ate
lunch at home. For dinner, I
went out with my sister to

Bonefish and spent a
whopping $18. My total for
the three days comes to
$80.44. Not bad for “spending
freely,” eh?

Here is a doozy. On
Sunday, I spent zero dollars.
It is, after all, a day of rest.
On Monday, I had about a
trillion things due. Despite
this, I was really proud of
myself for making my own
coffee at home in a traveler’s
mug for the commute. No
Starbucks today. I bought
Vitamin Water, (those things
are addictive, I swear) a
granola bar and a little bag of
Ritz Bitz for a delicious and
nutritious lunch. I realize
that here, I really sacrificed
my health and insulted my
appetite for the sake of saving
a few bucks. 

The bummer is it still
came out to around $4. For
those of you who have seen
the commercials, that is four
junior bacon cheeseburgers.
Although the day started
well, I came home feeling like
I suck at saving money.

Tuesday, I bought a
coffee, a deliciously frothy
caramel macchiato for $3.25.
For lunch, I had a granola
bar. What is this, some kind
of starvation diet? Really
spending freely equals eating
freely. Spending frugally
equals starving yourself. 

Wednesday, I only have
one evening class, so I did not
spend any money because I
ate all my meals at home.

Now, it’s time for the
portion of the article where
we talk about what I learned.
First off, I learned that as far
as spending goes, I am pretty
frugal to begin with. I try to
never spend more than what I
need. However, that coffee
addiction has got to go. I have
a genetic predisposition to
love coffee. There is always
coffee at home. I could
definitely save a few bucks by
mooching off my parents
more. Therefore, my
resounding commuter student
mantra will forever be “Three
Cheers for Mooching.” 

CATHI ACOSTA
Broadside Correspondent

ANNA ROGERS
Broadside Correspondent

Students Attempt to Budget 
Their Spending

Tattoos Worth the Investment
Students Put Tattoo Plans on Hold Due to Lack of Funds

The purpose of these two articles is to make students aware of their spending habits and to show just how much money can be
spent in a week. Creating a budget can be helpful when trying to save money. Of course this only works when the budget is followed.
Two students, one resident and one commuter, were asked to spend freely for three days and then budget their spending for the next
three days. Below are their accounts of this experiment. We have also included an account of the resident student’s spending during
the week. The articles are in first person and show the voice of each student. To learn more about budgets see tips included below.

Resident Commuter

Zach Bray has a tattoo of The
Misfits logo because it stands
for living his life and not letting
people tell him what to do.

Travis Johnson has a tattoo of
an Aries symol to remind him-
self who he is and where he
comes from.

Item Price

Wednesday – Oct. 22
6” Turkey Sub (Sub Connection)
Cookie
Tall Chai tea (Jazzman’s)
Almond biscotti (Jazzman’s)
Thursday – Oct. 23
University of Maryland parking garage
Southside dinner
Tall Chai tea
Almond biscotti
Ike’s: omelette, turkey wrap, breakfast burrito
Friday – Oct. 24
Nothing
Saturday – Oct. 25
Hair cut at Hair Cuttery
Forever 21: Jeans & thermal
Giant: shampoo, mints, hot dogs & buns 
2 SAW V movie tickets 
2 IHOP dinners 
Sunday – Oct. 26
Southside dinner
Monday – Oct. 27
6” Turkey Sub (Sub Connection)
Cookie
Tall chai tea (Jazzman’s)
Almond biscotti (Jazzman’s)
Southside dinner
Tuesday – Oct. 28
6” Turkey Sub (Sub Connection)
Cookie
Mac & Cheese (Damon’s Express)
Mashed Potatoes (Damon’s Express)

3.49
1.69
3.05
1.30

10.00
8.95
3.05
1.30
30.10

24.00
21.00
46.30
21.00
13.00

8.95

3.49
1.69
3.05
1.30
8.95

3.49
1.69
2.99
1.99

TOTAL 225.82

Want to Budget Your Spending?
Keep track of spending

-keep receipts
-record debit transactions

Use cash instead of credit
Set a budget and stick to it
Shop at thrift or consignment
stores

www.student
financedomain.com

http://financialplan.
about.com

www.finaid.org/
calculators/

studentbudget.phtml
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Online application at www.123donate.com

Conveniently located near Fairfax Hospital

Up to

$100
per visit

Seeking healthy,
college educated 
students and 
professionals, 18-39
to participate in a
donor program.

Be a Hero!

Sperm Donors Give
the Gift of Life &
Get Paid

Former George Mason
University student Daisong Tan
was arrested for “falsifying
transcript/diploma,” according
to Virginia court case records.
According to University Police,
Tan presented a falsified
diploma to an employee at the
registrar’s office in hopes of
verifying graduate status to a
third party. 

Police responded to a
September 30 complaint, when
the individual at the registrar’s
office became suspicious of the
diploma Tan presented and
contacted police. 

“On the face of the
document, counterfeits can seem
very credible. If you don’t have
an original sitting side-by-side
with it, they often can be passed
off quite easily. However, the
degree of scrutiny is going up,”
said University Counsel Thomas
M. Moncure, Jr.

This was the first case of
fraudulent behavior reported by
the university this year.
According to Assistant Chief of
Police George Ginovsky, an
investigation by University
Police followed the complaint,
determining that Tan had found
an example of the university
diploma online and had
manipulated the information so
that it appeared he possessed an
authentic diploma. Ginovsky
was hesitant to release the
specifics on how the document
was altered, as such information
could lead to similar attempts in
the future. 

On Oct. 3, Officer Jorge
Feliciano arrested Tan on
violations outlined in Code of
Virginia 18.2-172.1, which
states, “Any person who
materially falsifies or alters a
transcript or diploma from an
institution of postsecondary
education and fraudulently uses
the same for pecuniary gain or
in furtherance of such person’s
education shall be guilty of a

Class 3 misdemeanor.” 
The violation sanctions a

fine of up to $500; however, the
ramifications of criminal fraud
can often haunt a person’s
professional life. 

Moncure continues to
caution, “In an increasingly
competitive job market, in
which pools of applicants are
narrowed, fraud and theft are
red flags that most professional
employers will not consider.
[The university has] been
dealing with pending cases
where employers seek to have
transcripts or diplomas verified.
Employers are becoming warier
of these documents and are
increasingly double-checking
their validity.” 

Aside from verifying these
documents, employee
background checks are also
becoming more strictly enforced,
especially for jobs in which a
prerequisite degree may not be
required. 

Employers are wary that
these measures are being used
to distinguish individuals from
other potential employees. 

Aware of the extensive
supply of illegally shared
documents, Moncure believes
the issue will be approached
from the civil side as well,
making sure these individuals
respect the trademarked
documents issued by the
university. 

“While it is unlikely
counterfeit can be stopped
completely, it can certainly be
limited by attacking it from both
the civil and criminal side of the
law,” said Moncure.

“There have been no other
cases reported within the
university, but I do suspect
more cases have occurred,
keeping in mind that any
incidences occurring outside our
jurisdiction are cases handled
by Fairfax County Police
Department,” said Ginovsky

Tan will enter his plea at
Fairfax Country District Court
on Nov. 19. 

ADAM SYLVAIN
Staff Writer

Now a junior at George
Mason University, Zeina al-
Khalaf began a nonprofit
organization as a junior in high
school that has raised nearly
$100,000 in an effort to care for
wounded Iraqi children.  

Al-Khalaf is still continuing
in her efforts to care for children
wounded in Iraqi war zones. The
program, dubbed Raising
Smiles, operates as a bridge that
closes the gap between the
wounded children and the
necessary medical attention
provided in the United States.

Al-Khalaf is informed of the

wounded children by way of
soldiers currently stationed in
the region. From there, Raising
Smiles partners with the Global
Medical Relief Fund to secure
the necessary documentation for
the child. Using only donations,
Raising Smiles will then prepare
to cover transportation, lodging
and other basic expenses. 

Once all arrangements have
been made to get the child into
the United States, medical care
is provided by Shriners Hospital
for Children in Philadelphia,
which operates off of a donation
system and all care provided is
free of charge.

Al-Khalaf explained her
motivations for beginning the

organization, “During my junior
year of high school, I met an
Iraqi boy who had been hit by
tank fire. The boy had lost both
eyes, an arm and burns covered
60 percent of his body. Seeing
the boy in front of me really
made me want to help him.
Being Iraqi, I could not help but
think that this could have
happened to me.”

Once the treatment has
been completed, “the children
will return to Iraq with a part of
their life back,” stated al-Khalaf.
The children are also given
$1,600 to cover living expenses
upon their return, a sum al-
Khalaf says will go a long way.

“The fact that Zeina began

this organization in high school
is very impressive,” said Georgia
Cowley, a former Mason
student. “More impressive is the
fact that, almost four years
later, the organization is more
active than ever. It shows that
there are not many constraints
to one’s age.”

“I just want the students at
Mason to look around and see
that they can actually help. I
also want others to learn about
the culture and religion of a
country where billions of their
dollars are being spent,” said al-
Khalaf.

JARED TRICE 
Staff Writer

Former Student
Arrested for False

Transcript, Diploma

About 20,000 students and
faculty members are on campus
during the week. At the same
time, a maximum of six George
Mason University Police officers
patrolling the campus on foot,
by bike or in car. At any given
time, the number could be as
low as three depending on
extenuating circumstances such
as court appearances. 

Some students expressed
their concern about this ratio.
Junior Candice Nazaroff, an
accounting major, believed that
the Mason community would be
in danger if only three officers
were on duty. 

“If three incidents
happened at once, there would
not be enough officers to cover
the rest of the campus,” said
Nazaroff who believes that 10
officers to patrol the campus
would be adequate. 

“It wouldn’t hurt to add
more officers just in case [more
crime happens],” said freshman
Iman Bahabib, a global affairs

major.
Major George Ginovsky,

assistant chief of police, was
asked if there should be a ratio
between the number of police on
campus versus the amount of
students enrolled, similar to
how a student-to-teacher ratio is
used to determine class size. “It
is not a relevant measurement
[of the department’s coverage],”
said Ginovsky.  He believes the
amount of calls received by the
department, and how promptly
the calls are answered, is a
better determinant of the
amount of officers needed to
serve the campus. 

Bahabib, however,
disagreed. “The ratio should be
based on the amount of
students,” said Bahabib.
However, she also thought the
police responded quickly. 

Sophomore Suleiman Aloul,
a business and finance major,
thought the police had a good
presence on campus. 

“I walk home from [Mason]
after midnight, and I see the

police on campus and on Ox
Road,” said Aloul. Bahabib said
she regularly sees police officers
around the Johnson Center, but
that their presence could be
improved in the northwestern
section of the campus, especially

around Thompson Hall.
Ginovsky believed his officers
had a good campus presence. 

“We adequately cover the
campus, however, we can’t be
everywhere all of the time,” said
Ginovsky.

DAVID PIERCE
Broadside Reporter

Campus Police Presence 
Students Discuss Opinions on Police to Student Ratio

Metro Transit Police
Department issued a press
release regarding their new bag
inspection program. 

Signs have been posted
outside every Metro station to
inform riders of the program,
which entails selecting riders at
random and inspecting any
baggage they are carrying, such
as purses, backpacks and
briefcases. 

These inspection sites will
be outside of stations and
include “teams of five to eight
Metro Transit Police officers and
a trained explosive-detection
dog,” according to the MTPD
press release. 

Those who do not allow
police to inspect their baggage
will not be allowed to enter the

Metro system.
“Security is a top priority at

Metro,” said Metro General
Manager John Catoe. “We’re
committed to enhancing the
safety of our riders and
employees and security
inspections are an important
part of that effort. It’s important
to know that we have received
no threat to the Metro system,
but we have the responsibility to
do everything we can to keep it
safe.”

The main reason for these
inspections is to “deter terrorist
attacks and increase the overall
safety of the Metro system,”
explained Metro Transit Police
Chief Michael Taborn.

Though the inspections are
intended to be brief, eight to 15
seconds long some George
Mason University students and
Metro riders see them as a

hassle and an infringement of
their rights. 

Freshman James Cameron
said, “Even if security is a
concern, the Fourth Amendment
clearly says we have a right to
not be searched without cause.
In addition, the right to privacy
has been inferred, making these
searches even more
unconstitutional.” 

“I ride the Metro because
it’s cheap and convenient. If
these random searches change
that, then I might make a
change of my own,” said
Cameron.

Other riders see the
inspections as beneficial to their
safety and do not believe that
their use of the Metro will be
affected. 

“I don’t feel infringed upon
in any way,” said graduate
student Jeremy Doran. “If that

is the measure they deem
necessary to keep myself and
everyone else safe, then I am
willing to let it happen.” 

Freshman Mike Culp
agreed. “As long as the checks
are brief, I think it will provide
safer transportation for Metro
riders.” 

Junior Don Bradner added,
“This does not infringe on our
rights—I’d rather keep the
Metro safe, and I will still ride it
as usual.” 

Though bag inspections will
only be used periodically, and
particularly when security is
heightened, they will not be
announced beforehand. 

Because the 15 seconds a
search can take can also be the
difference between catching a
train and being left at the
platform, riders should allow
themselves extra time. 

New Metro Inspections
Metro Transit Police Begin Random Searches

Raising Smiles to Brighten Lives
Student Creates Organization to Aid Iraqi Children

For more information about
Raising Smiles , e-mail

zalkhala@gmu.edu 
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According to the George Mason University Police Web site, when approached by a police officer: follow the officer’s instructions, keep your hands visible, make your movements slow, verbally inform the
officer of any weapons which might be present and whether you possess a concealed weapons permit, inform the officer of what your movements are going to be and try to remain calm and do not become
argumentative.

Violent Crimes
Reported 
On-Campus Crimes 

(according to George Mason
University Annual Security
Report)

HAYLEY RODER
Broadside Correspondent



Seven freshmen senators
have been elected  to  the 29th
Student Senate.  Six of the new
senators were sworn into office
during the Oct. 30 meeting.

“I’m ready to make a
difference and represent
students as well,” said Laura
Long, a freshman majoring in
administration of justice and
new student senator. “I was
never really involved with
student government in high
school. It’s something I’ve
always wanted to do.”

Also during the meeting,
President Zack Golden
presented some initial ideas
concerning Gold Rush and
passing out t-shirts. 

Ravi Udeshi, a junior and
member of the Committee of
Student Services, presented the
details of the approaching
Night Walk; an opportunity

through which students and the
administration can locate

unsafe areas on campus at
night and bring them to

attention.
“I think Nightwalk is so

incredibly important because
it’s one of the few opportunities
we have all year to go and
identify areas of concern on
campus,” said Udeshi who also
found Night Walk a chance for
the campus to unite as well. 

“It’s an opportunity for
students to come out to meet
student government members
and to meet university
administrative members,” said
Udeshi.

The student senate passed
two bills, Bill 14 and Bill 16,
concerning Holiday Fest and
Gold Rush t-shirts respectively
and Resolution 12, regarding
the support for Night Walk. Bill
14 was passed unanimously,
Bill 16 was passed with 20
senators in agreement and one
abstaining, and Resolution 12
was also passed with 20
senators in agreement and one
abstaining. 
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START BUILDING CONFIDENCE.

START BUILDING LEADERSHIP.

START BUILDING A TEAM.

START STRONG.
SM

©2008. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.

There’s strong. Then there’s Army Strong. Enroll in the Army ROTC Leader’s Training Course at Mason and you will be 
ready for life after college. Because when you attend this 4-week leadership development course, you will take on new 
challenges and adventures. You will also be on course for a career as an Army Officer. 

To get started, contact (703) 993-2706
or arotc@gmu.edu.

EARN A $5,000 BONUS AND AN OPPORTUNITY FOR A FULL-TUITION SCHOLARSHIP.
THE LEADER'S TRAINING COURSE IS ALSO OPEN TO PROSPECTIVE GRADUATE STUDENTS AND NURSING STUDENTS.

Cashiers at the newest
dining facility are hearing more
“bumps” in the expected stream
of meal plan. In correlation to
Southside’s well-received
upgrade from Ciao Hall, more of
the university’s on-campus
students feeding themselves in
the cafeteria setting tend to be
using Freedom.  

“Southside has a fan base,”
said Jerry Baugh, Director of
Mason’s All University Card,
“Now they really want to go to
the dining hall.”

Baugh attributes much of
this shift to the greater appeal
of Southside over Ciao Hall to
Mason students on the whole.
The combination of “going
green” with the trays, the
implementation of Executive
Chef Peter Schoebel and the
overall presentation of “cafeteria
food” does not just appeal to
those with a meal plan. Instead,
it appeals to everyone. Mason
students tend to agree.

“I like it better than Ciao
because it seems more
sophisticated, like an actual
three star restaurant versus a
typical university dining hall,”
said freshman global affairs
major Nicholas O’Boyle.

What some students are
finding to be a problem,
however, is that while it looks
like a restaurant, it still acts as
a dining hall. 

“What students need to
remember is that the meal plan
with meals is aimed at students
who intend to eat in the dining
hall,” said Baugh. “Freedom is
aimed at the students who
would often eat at places like
the Johnson Center, who would
hardly ever step into the dining
hall.”

That is becoming more and
more obvious to students who
both have Freedom plans and
frequent the meal plan-oriented
Southside. Though the price of
$5.95 for breakfast, $7.85 for
lunch and $8.95 for dinner do
provide an all-you-can-eat meal
the cost does add up. 

“It gets kind of expensive,”
said junior communication
major Brenda Shepherd.

But so does food in general.
Depending on choice, students
who dine at the Johnson Center
can face similar prices to
Southside. 

For a lunch, a 12-inch
Ultimate Bacon Ranch Combo
from Sub Connection runs at
$7.09—a price $0.76 less than
the lunch at Southside. From La
Vincita, however, a Daily
Specialty Pizza and a milk is a
little more, costing students
with Freedom $7.88—a price
$0.03 more than the lunch at
Southside. 

“When Southside first
opened I thought it was
ridiculous they were charging
like $8.95,” said freshman art
and visual technology major
Emily Flores. “But I think it
balances out for how much the
plans actually cost.”  

The prices for the plans
themselves are comparable. The
price for a Flex 15 Meal Plan,
where 15 meals are allotted
each week, is $1,500. A Freedom
Rings plan, where there is a
declining dollar value, is only
slightly more: $1,550.  

“To be honest, I like having
Freedom, because the Johnson
Center can be more convenient
to get to between classes,” said
Flores. “That option’s nice, but
that doesn’t mean I won’t ever
go to Southside. I actually go a
lot. It definitely has its perks.”

Richard Malebranche, a
junior majoring in information
technology, who has a Freedom
plan, says moderation is key. “I
plan for [food] being expensive,”
said Malebranche. “I did the
math and figured out I could go
[to Southside] once a day.”

Baugh encourages all
students to evaluate their
eating habits, especially with
the new addition of Southside.
“Don’t ever hesitate to go and be
walked through [the differences
in meal plans],” said Baugh.
“Get the plan that fits you, not
one your buddy wants.”

KEVIN LOKER
Broadside Correspondent

RAE PALTING 
Staff Writer

Student Senate Inducts Six
Freshman Senators 

Decent Food
Comes at a Price 

Students Debate Southside Costs

7
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Freshman

Upperclassmen

A meal at Southside: Can cost up to $8.95
Sharing a meal with friends: Priceless

An impersonator of Gov. Sarah Palin, R-Alaska, encourages students to vote for Sen. Barack Obama, D-Ill.
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Campus News in Brief
Mason Fall Festival

The Mason Fall Festival,
from Nov. 11 to 15, raises
awareness about the
environment. The slogan
“reduce, reuse, recycle,
replenish, rediscover,” defines
Mason Fall Festival. 

Events include Rock the
Runway Fashion Show, on
Saturday, Nov. 15, which will
feature fashion-forward outfits
from area thrift stores. The
fashion show, featuring a live
DJ and a catwalk, will show
students how to conserve
money and save the earth.
There will be food and other
eco-friendly goodies for those
who attend. The show starts at
8 p.m. with an after-party at 10
p.m.

Another event, the Fall
Festival Carnival on Nov. 13,
gives the chance for student
organizations to win $500 if
they build and run the most
popular carnival booth. The
deadline for applying for a
booth has passed. The booths
will be made of 100 percent
recycled goods.

For more information on
these and other events for
Mason Fall Festival, visit
weekends.gmu.edu and its
Facebook page.

TireVan on Campus

Do you have under-
inflated tires? Are you aware
that under-inflated tires could
cause you to lose eight to 10
percent of your gas mileage?
Participate in Tire Inflation
Day. TireVan technicians will
check your tires for free on
Monday, Nov. 10 from 7:30 to
10:30 a.m. in Lot C. TireVan
can check tire pressure, tread
wear and patch a hole in your
tires if need be. Take a few
minutes to get better mileage,
reducing gas consumption,
which means saving you money
and helping to save the
environment.

Voting Problems?

George Mason University
students have experienced
voting registration problems. If
you are uncertain if you are
actually registered, visit
www.canivote.org.

Keep Doors Locked

The Office of Housing and
Resident Life suggests keeping
apartment and room doors
locked. There have been
several burglary attempts on
campus. People have been
known to walk around campus
trying unlocked doors. Keep on
the safe side by keeping your
doors locked at all times even
when in your room or
apartment but especially when
not home and at night.

Doritos Vote

Doritos will offer their
limited-edition Doritos
“Election Collisions” tortilla
chips free around campus on
Nov. 3 and 4 in an effort to
encourage people to vote. 

George Mason University
is one of only 50 colleges and
universities nationwide to
receive this honor. This special
Doritos Collision combines
Pizza Cravers and Ranch
flavored chips in one bag. The
bag will be packaged in
patriotic red, white and blue in
an effort to remind the
community to “get out the
vote.”

“Our hope is that by
sharing the Doritos election
bags with people throughout
the country, we will help
remind everyone of the role
they can play in our democracy
and motivate them to
participate in the process,” said
Ann Mukherjee, group vice
president, marketing, Frito-
Lay North America. 

Frito-Lay food service
partners Aramark and Sodexo
will handle the distribution of
the Doritos.

If you are looking for an
opportunity to experience the
shopping, shows, sights and
sounds of New York City,
George Mason University semi-
annual New York City Bus Trip
provides the perfect opportunity
to spend a day in the Big Apple.
This semester’s bus trip is on

Saturday, Nov. 8. The bus
leaves from the field house at
6:30 a.m. and arrives in New
York City at approximately
11:30 a.m. 

The cost is $40 for Mason
students and faculty. If you
would like to bring a friend, the
cost is $50 for the general
public. The fee covers a round
trip bus ticket to and from New
York, where participants will

arrive right in the heart of the
city, at Macy’s on 34th Street.

There is no scheduled
itinerary, so participants are
free to explore whatever
interests them. There is an
opportunity to shop in New
York’s upscale stores, tour
celebrated landmarks, dine at
famous restaurants or even
catch an afternoon Broadway
show.

The average temperature
for Nov. 8 will be about 45 to 50
degrees, so dress accordingly.
Winter coats are recommended.

To reserve a spot for
the bus trip, contact

Recreational Sports at (703)
993-3939 or visit
http://recsports.gmu.edu/outdoor
-recreation/New-york-city-bus-
trip.

KAITLYN MILLER
Broadside Correspondant

New York City Bus Trip 
Recreational Sports Sponsors $40 Shuttle to Big Apple

News in Brief is compiled by Sonya Hudson, News Editor.

Starbucks is giving away free coffee on Nov. 4 to those peo-
ple who vote. During Witch Watch members of Student Government prepare

Halloween bags by filling them with candy.
Sophomore Scott Rowe hands out bags for trick-or-treaters to
collect their candy in during Witch Watch.
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